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Course Overview: The Advanced Whitewater Kayaking course is designed to refine and extend the 

judgment and technique of intermediate paddlers on class III to IV whitewater. This course is not to be 

taught on water of greater difficulty than class IV.  

 

To introduce advanced techniques including boat control, playboating and river running as appropriate to 

the site.  

 

Essential Eligibility Criteria (EEC): 

ACA courses are open to all individuals who acknowledge the ability to perform the following essential 

eligibility criteria. 

 
1. Breathe independently (i.e., not require medical devices to sustain breathing) 

 
2. Independently maintain sealed airway passages while under water 

 
3. Independently hold head upright without neck / head support 

 
4. Manage personal care independently or with assistance of a companion 

 
5. Manage personal mobility independently or with a reasonable amount of assistance 

 
6. Follow instructions and effectively communicate independently or with assistance of a companion 

 
7. Independently turn from face-down to face-up and remain floating face up while wearing a 

properly fitted life jacket* 
 

8. Get on / off or in / out of a paddlecraft independently or with a reasonable amount of assistance* 
 

9. Independently get out and from under a capsized paddlecraft* 
 

10. Remount or reenter the paddlecraft following deep water capsize independently or with a 
reasonable amount of assistance* 

 
11. Maintain a safe body position while attempting skills, activities and rescues listed in the 

appropriate Course Outline, and have the ability to recognize and identify to others when such 
efforts would be unsafe given your personal situation* 

 

* To participate in adaptive programs, participants must acknowledge only the first six EEC listed above.  

Entry-level adaptive programs will involve teaching and practicing EEC #7-11. 

 

Judgment, Safety & Rescue Objectives: 

This course will use on-the-water scenarios to assess risk, evaluate rapid features and complexities, 

develop strategies, and nurture good judgment. Course will emphasize use of proactive, aggressive rescue 

skills stressing self reliance. This course should only be taken by those with a reliable river roll and self 

rescue skills. 
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Course Prerequisites: Completion of a whitewater course and proficiency and experience in executing 

all strokes, maneuvers and techniques needed for paddling on class III whitewater. A reliable roll and the 

ability to aggressively self rescue required. Participation in a Swiftwater rescue course strongly 

recommended. 

 

Instructors: ACA Level 5: Advanced Whitewater Kayak Instructor 

 

Course Duration: Minimum of 8 hours 

 

Course Location / Venue: Minimum of class III whitewater / Maximum of class IV whitewater. Site 

should include a variety of features to meet the course objectives. 

 

Class Ratio - 3 students : 1 Instructor; with an additional instructor or qualified assistant the ratio can be 

  6 : 2 

 

The following is a general summary of course content for the Advanced Whitewater Kayaking course. 

The content covered and sequence of instruction should be adjusted to best fit the participant’s needs, 

class location and time allowance. 

 

Course Content 

 

Introduction, Expectations, & Logistics: 

 Welcome, introductions, paperwork 

 Student & instructor course expectations and limitations 

 Course itinerary & site logistics 

 Review waiver, assumption of risk, challenge by choice, medical disclosure 

 About the ACA 

 PFD policy (always wear on water) 

 Appropriate personal behavior 

 No alcohol / substance abuse 

 Proper etiquette on & off the water 

 Respect private property 

 Practice Leave No Trace ethics 

 

The Paddling Environment: 

 Wind 

 Waves 

 Weather 

 Water 

 

Personal Preparation: 

 Personal ability 

 Swimming ability 

 Water comfort & confidence 

 Fitness, conditioning, and warm up 
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 Safe paddle and boat handling 

 Safety and rescue considerations 

 Personal equipment (reviewed by Instructor) 

 

Judgment 

Unlike on easier whitewater where the emphasis is on hard skills which are easily defined, on advanced 

whitewater, judgment and personal and group responsibility are of key importance. 

 

Self Awareness  

 Understanding your level of anxiety  

 Understanding your personal style and risk tolerance 

 Responsibility to the group  

 River and group awareness  

 Rapid Analysis Scenarios 
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Self Evaluation 

 What moves are required to successfully run the rapid?  

 Can I perform the required moves?  

 What are the consequences of missing the required moves?  

 Am I willing to accept these consequences?  

 What if?  

 Rescue considerations  

 

Group Evaluation  

 Skill level of the group  

 Size of the group  

 Group consequences  

 Condition of the group  

 

Water Reading  

 Changes to current speed and direction caused by streambed features 

Safety & Rescue 

 Expose students to appropriate rescue techniques including: 

 Boat bumping 

 Aggressive swimming 

 Throw rope use 

 Wading 

 Recommend taking a separate swiftwater rescue course 

 

Paddling Techniques & Mechanics 

Body mechanics 

 Three Ranges of Motion; tuck, twist, C [example; roll]  

 Posture enhances twist, balance, comfort.  

 Torso Rotation to use large muscle groups, improve reach.  

 Minimize Shoulder Problems; correct body positioning, paddle placement; the box  

 Power transfer varies with flexibility and strength  

 Advantages of turning torso into boat’s new direction versus steering with stern strokes  

 Lower Body Balance:  

 Heeling[J-lean], bellbuoy, fake leans, head dinks 

 Value of warmup and stretching 

 

Boat factors 

 Carving versus skidding; affected by steadiness, range of boat heel, power application  
 Glide; determined by boat pitch, yaw, roll  

 Hull Design; resistance of the boat through water  
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 Steering and corrections; done at both ends of boat depending on situation  

 Pivot point of boat; changes with speed.  

 Pressure control to transfer force; feet, knees and pelvic thrust  

 Outfitting; to improve efficiency of force transfer  

 

Blade factors 

 Propulsive; blade close to boat centerline to minimize turning [vertical paddle]  

 Turning: blade as far from centerline and pivot point to maximize turn  

 vary power, blade angle, distance from pivot point for fine control  

 define quadrants [angle relative to boat]  

 define blade angle; degrees, open, closed, etc.  

 Moving the Boat is the Object  

 blade angle relative to direction of travel  

 efficiency of force application; pull instead of punch  

 accelerate blade and recover quickly to increase stroke rate  

 stroke timing  

 

Conclusion & Wrap Up: 

 Group debrief / Individual feedback 

 Course limitations  

 Importance of First Aid & CPR 

 Importance of additional instruction, practice, experience 

 Importance of appropriate level of safety & rescue training 

 Demo advanced maneuvers 

 Life sport / Paddling options 

 Local paddling groups / Clubs 

 Handouts / Reference materials 

 ACA Membership forms 

 Course evaluation 

 Participation cards 

 

 

Note: 

The intent of this course is to refine and upgrade the paddler’s skills. It is not introducing new material 

as much as it is refining and fine tuning strokes and maneuvers already taught in previous courses. For 

example, in this class, catching an eddy is not the real focus, but how it is caught and catching it in a 

number of ways. 
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